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Welcome to Bulletin 87 | February 2018
In this issue we focus on:
l ISA’s
l CGT Allowance
l Pension Contribution Annual Allowance
l Money Purchase Annual Allowance
l Pensions in Drawdown
l Marriage Allowance

With less than two months to go before the end of the tax year, it’s time to turn our minds to those tax-year-end 
moves that will go begging if action isn’t taken.

Concentrating on areas that might have relevance to our pension interests, and in no particular order, here’s my 
pre-year-end financial check list:

ISA’s
With this year’s increased annual limit of £20,000 (up from £15,240), this is an allowance that’s worth utilising – 
irrespective of whether it’s new money or a transfer from non-ISA holdings. Potentially taxable non-ISA capital 
gains, arising from recent strong equity performance (and realised within CGT allowances) gives a transfer 
initiative added purpose.

Let’s not forget Junior ISA’s for children and grandchildren. The annual investment limit (£4,128 this year) applies 
every tax year from birth to age 18. Between the ages of 16-18 the child is also entitled to benefit from adult ISA 
allowance, thereby increasing this year’s allowance for a 16-18 year old to £24,128.

Access to Junior ISA funds is denied until age 18 – rendering them to be an ideal accumulation vehicle for 
University education costs.

CGT Allowance
Capital gains below this year’s Annual Allowance of £11,300 (£22,600 for jointly owned assets) are tax-free. 
Beyond this level, realised gains are taxed at 20% for higher and additional rate tax payers or 10% for basic rate 
taxpayers. Remember that inter-spouse gifts are tax-free.

An exception to these rates of CGT is made for ‘second homes’. Upon the disposal of a property that’s not the 
main home (buy-to-let or holiday home, personally owned business property, land or inherited property), the rates 
are different. CGT, payable upon the realised net gain (or notional gain if gifted), after all selling expenses, will be 
at the rate of 28% for higher rate tax payers or 18% for basic rate tax payers.

Pension Contribution Annual Allowance
The tax-year restricted Annual Allowance (AA) of £40,000 for each qualifying member, represents an important 
objective for many – but remember that a higher level of contribution may be available by making use of HMRC’s 
‘carry forward’ provisions. 

HMRC’s carry forward provisions permit the recovery of any unused Annual Allowance (AA) arising in the previous 
3 years – and the application of that unused Allowance against current tax-year income, providing current year 
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income, is sufficient to meet the relief claimed. In this way unused AA from tax years 14/15, 15/16 and 16/17 may 
be reclaimable, and so bolster this year’s allowable contribution limit.

However, a word of caution for ‘high earners’ in a position to benefit from these arrangements; where 
‘adjusted income’ in the relevant tax year exceeds £150,000, then that years useable AA will be reduced by the  
Revenue’s ‘tapered annual allowance’ rules - https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/pensions-tapered-
annual-allowance

Money Purchase Annual Allowance
For Members in Drawdown, who’ve already flexibly accessed their benefits, the Money Purchase Annual Allowance 
(MPAA) is the amount that can be paid in a tax year, into their member account, without a tax charge applying. For 
the 17/18 tax year, the MPAA is £4,000 – down from £10,000 in the 16/17 tax year.

A modest allowance – and no ‘carry forward’ provisions apply, but worthy of mention for those in drawdown 
who’re able to extract maximum benefit from associated tax reliefs.

Pensions in Drawdown
Members in drawdown will be familiar with the importance of projecting their tax-year income to month 12, to 
ensure they squeeze their highest net income from combined pension and non-pension sources.

In April 2015, the game changed for those intent upon providing the most beneficial outcome for their dependents 
in the event of early death. The April 2015 “pension freedoms” eliminated the differentiation between crystallised 
and uncrystallised funds and granted continual unlimited access to a Drawdown fund, free of any upper age 
restriction. The only relevance to the attainment of age 75 being the tax structure applying to residual funds in the 
hands of the beneficiary.

Marriage Allowance
The individual taxation has been with us since April 1990, although the old Married Couples Allowance didn’t 
finally disappear until in April 2000. Then, in September 2013, David Cameron as PM announced the introduction 
of a new transferrable tax allowance for married couples and civil partners called ‘Marriage Allowance’!

Marriage Allowance permits spouses and civil partners to transfer 10% of their Personal Allowance to their partner, 
provided one partner earned less than their Personal Allowance and that neither were higher rate taxpayers in the 
tax year. Such an initiative would be of real benefit to couples where one partner is a non-taxpayer and the other 
pays tax at only the standard rate. 

The effect of a transfer election would be a tax refund of £230 in the current year. What’s more, the transfer election 
can be back-dated to April 2015 – and provided the tax position of each partner had been much the same in each 
of the following two tax year’s, refunds of £212 for 15/16 and £220 for 16/17 should also be forthcoming. A total 
refund of £662 would therefore become due – whilst a further £237 will be due for the 18/19 tax year to come. 
That’s worth 15 minutes of online registration isn’t it!

Geoffrey Stait 
February 2018
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